AT FIRST GLANCE …
… nacworld is one of many social networks; a network giving its members the opportunity to exchange
dialogue between each other and to display individual or communal media files. You will find
communicative media and messages here – similar to facebook. However, the focus of nacworld
is primarily on input relating to faith, the church and everyday life.

Our no. l1:
persona
contact!

nacworld isn’t there to replace the personal contacts between your brothers and
sisters in faith! nacworld does, however, provide long-term support in building,
reinforcing, cultivating and maintaining these contacts.

nacworld
one faith. one future.

LOOKING MORE
CLOSELY …
… nacworld brings more spirit to your congregation!
We have put some examples together here of just how you, as a MEMBER OF YOUR CONGREGATION,
can make good use of nacworld:

k

 Activity groups for your congregation
By creating “your congregation” as a group in nacworld, you, and all the members of your group, have the
possibility of bringing ideas together for activities, which can be discussed and organised through blogs or
messages – without taking up too much of your time.
 Discussion groups and Bible groups within your congregation
There are discussion groups and Bible groups in many congregations. However, many brothers and sisters
don’t have the chance to take part in these groups (e.g. brethren who are sick, occupationally busy or
families with small children). The nacworld website gives people the chance to form congregational-based
discussion or Bible groups and so to have active contact with other brethren, where questions can be
answered, with lots of flexibility; at any time.
 Personal communication platform at congregation, district and inter-regional level
We all know about it – lots and lots of appointments! We often don’t even have the time to have a quick
chat with some of our brothers or sisters from our own congregation after the church service. It is always
difficult to maintain contact at district level or with brothers and sisters from previous congregations
because of time limitations. nacworld gives you the opportunity to search for members, to find them, to
make contact with them and to communicate one-to-one, or in groups, through chat.
 Divine service follow-up within the congregation
There may well be questions remaining after a divine service which we would like to discuss with someone.
Many of our brethren live alone and don’t have this opportunity. In an active congregation group, church
ministers are able to answer general questions from the divine service participants and to look back at the
service in a forum and/or chat. Members of the congregation, who are not able to attend because they are
on holiday or are sick, would be able to read about the service – at any time, from any place.

There are many other ways, of course, to use nacworld. Your congregation is already active as a group
in nacworld? Write to us about it – we look forward to your feedback at info@nacworld.net
More information in internet under: http://nacworld.net
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